Considering the circumstances, students are not motivated enough to change what they do as a routine, memorising way of learning physics, which had been previously formed and enlarged through the experience with lecture type of learning physics. Even when students try to be active and to focus on learning physics, they face many difficulties because of the complexity of human learning.
Possible solutions of these problems lie in possibilities for the students to be informed how significant are the skills of learning in economy based on knowledge and to show to them compressible essence of theory of human learning.
In this paper, we are reporting about the results of the documentary research of the significance of learning skills in economic and compatible literature, so certain arguments are given as well as citations which can be prepared and used, so that students can be convinced how necessary it is to be prepared for lifelong learning.
Considering the theoretical aspect of human learning, readers will find descriptions of phases and different resources necessary for self-regulating learning. Physics teachers should know about these phases and resources, so that they could design multiple possibilities for their students, for exercising and improving self-regulating leaning which can have positive effects on academia results.
In this paper, we are also suggesting an original four-phase model, which explicitly helps self-regulating learning, by the Internet and in the classroom. Each special task of learning which can be "solving physics problems", or "finding explanations for physical phenomenon", in the first phase in solving problems at home and sending explanations by email, set with difficulties or uncertainties. The second phase is group discussion of personal solutions and the result should be group solution or explanation. Group report is also sent to the teacher by email. The third phase is reading expert opinion or explanation, which a teacher puts on the Facebook of a closed group connected to the course. This sequence is completed by the phase of self-reflection in which students should describe and comprehend good points and difficulties of learning they passed through in the previous three phases. First preliminary results are briefly commented, which were obtained in different implementations of this designed process of self-regulated learning.
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